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Dear Wilma, Jan Tepper, Jan Pruis, Yanika and Dick, 

 
It was a pleasure working with you in the past months. We wish you the best! 

 
Kind regards, 

Inês, Anapaula, Carmen, Paula, Charlotte 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact:  
individu.us.project@gmail.com  

charlotte.spreen@windesheim.nl  

ines.soares.moreira@windesheim.nl  

anapaula.diaz.barrenechea@windesheim.nl  

carmen.van.den.brink@windesheim.nl  

mailto:individu.us.project@gmail.com
mailto:charlotte.spreen@windesheim.nl
mailto:ines.soares.moreira@windesheim.nl
mailto:anapaula.diaz.barrenechea@windesheim.nl
mailto:carmen.van.den.brink@windesheim.nl
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Introduction 

This script is part of a project, which aimed to find opportunities to raise awareness and attract volunteers 
for Kringloop and Noggus en Noggus. Hence, different methods to attract volunteers will be explained 
in detail in the following document. 
 
The project started in September 2021, ended in May 2022 and was planned and executed by the 
project group IndividuUs. The project group IndividuUs contains five first-year students, from Portugal, 
Peru, The Netherlands and Germany, attending the Global Project and Change Management study 
program at the Hogeschool Windesheim in Zwolle. 
 
The full documents of the appendix 1-7 can be found in the same order and names in the folder of 
documents in the USB-stick you received from us.  
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Stickers 

OBJECTIVE 

With the stickers, we wanted to be able to offer all the people who attended the flea market and came 

to visit us a day a small souvenir of the day. This way, later on, when the visitors see the stickers again, 

they can remember the event again. This is why, we put in the contacts needed to volunteer at Kringloop 

that were visually attractive to attract attention. 

  

PROCESS  

The stickers were designed by three members of the group who started by doing a brainstorming 

session and later on, after the first drawings, presented some suggestions to the group and the clients 

to see what the majority preferred. After this joint session, the final decisions were made to have four 

different verisons (see appendix 1), two stickers in Dutch and two in English. This was the beginning of 

the creative process. The stickers were done and ready to print after two weeks.   

  

The place where printed: Copycete (Portugal) 

Price: 20 euros 

Number of stickers: 600 

 

EFFECTIVENESS 

The feedback about the stickers was very positive. However, it is not possible to answer the question of 

whether they were really effective or not because we have no way to control how many people actually 

contacted Kringloop due to stickers. All we can say is that we received quite some good feedback for 

the stickers.  

  
PITFALLS  

One problem we encountered was that printing the stickers on uncut paper was cheaper. Therefore, we 

had to cut out the stickers by ourselves afterwards, which took quite some time. Our advice is to invest 

some money more and print the stickers on pre-cut paper.  
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Flyers 

OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of the flyer was to attract attention to the Kringloop itself and advertise the event of the 
Come Visit us Day taking place two weeks after the flea market. Furthermore, it should provide some 
information about how it’s like to work/volunteer at the Kringloop. The flyer had the format of a tri-fold 
Brochure and the designs can be found attached in the appendix of this document (see appendix 1).  
 
PROCESS  

We started to draft the text of the flyer in close accordance with the website of the Kringloop. For the 
design we choose something modern and appealing also to the younger target group and used the 
platform Canvas. The outside of the flyer was dedicated to the advertising of the Come Visit us Day 
while the inside provided information on the Kringloop as well as about working in the Kringloop. We 
choose different designs of the front of the flyer as well as printing the flyer in Dutch and English. Both 
design and text of the flyer were discussed with Yanaika Bruins before printing. Additionally, the budget 
was agreed on with her. We printed the flyer at the Windesheim Media center for a good price of around 
90 €.  
As already mentioned, the finished designs can be found in the appendix. In case the Kringloop wants 
to reuse the template of our flyer and change it for other occasions, here is a link to access the template 
on the platform Canvas: 

 
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFBa8ihXHg/QCDbTfxmEIy_d_m0jfeXgg/edit?utm_content=DAFBa8
ihXHg&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton  

 
To use it, click on the link and then join Canvas with an email address. This involves no license costs 
as we used the free trial to design the flyer.  
 
EFFECTIVENESS 

We would consider the flyer to be a quite effective method to attract the attention of people and to 

advertise. However, we consider it to only indirectly support the project’s goal as its purpose was to 
advertise and not recruit volunteers itself. Therefore, we advise to use this method only in combination 

with other methods when wanting to recruit more volunteers.  

 
PITFALLS  

For printing, we had to make sure that we used the current bleed to avoid any of the flyer content to be 
cut off or to have wight margin. This is why we advise to print the flyers in a professional shop and ask 
for clear instructions and advice before printing.  

 
 

  

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFBa8ihXHg/QCDbTfxmEIy_d_m0jfeXgg/edit?utm_content=DAFBa8ihXHg&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFBa8ihXHg/QCDbTfxmEIy_d_m0jfeXgg/edit?utm_content=DAFBa8ihXHg&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
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Flea Market 

The flea market was executed by both teams IndividuUs and Bulgarians.  

 

OBJECTIVE 

The idea was to create a flea market in the city center of Zwolle to make sure you get as many people 

to see the flea market as possible. Next to its original purpose, to sell second-hand goods on the streets, 

the flea market’s objective consists of three goals: 

 

1. Attract attention for the Kringloop 

Kringloop Zwolle is well known among a lot of people, but advertising the products they sell 

will remove the stigma about thrift stores only having broken down or dirty products. By 

attracting attention with the nice goods, you sell, more people will become interested in visiting 

the Kringloop and in time, volunteer there.  

1. Gain potential volunteers 

With flyers and information, you talk with by-passers, explain who the Kringloop is and why 

they need volunteers. There is a sign-up sheet to leave information to contact them.  

2. Advertise for the come-visit-us day* 

If in the coming weeks you plan to have a come-visit-us day, you advertise this day by giving 

out flyers with the date on it and by telling by-passers who are not sure about volunteering yet 

to come to the come-visit-day and see what it is like.  

 

* The come-visit-us day was specific to our project. We advise to repeat this deliverable but it is not 

essential for the flea market. More about the come-visit-us day can be found under the hadline ‘come-

visit-us day.  

 
PROCESS 
This is a guide to show you all the necessities for creating a flea market: 

 

The first and most important step is to put people in charge of creating this day. The group has to consist 

of a person who can give permission on what goods to use, a person in charge of transporting the 

goods, a person who can schedule workers/volunteers to work that day and a person or group to execute 

all the steps that are left over. There can be multiple tasks connected to one person. The next step is 

for all to come together and decide on a date to do the flea market and this had to be communicated 

with the municipality of Zwolle to get permission (see contact information below*). This way everyone 

can start on preparations specific for that date. When you have a date, the practical steps are: 

- What is the location? 

The executed flea market was on the Diezerstraat 86 because this is a busy street in the city 

centre of Zwolle.  

- How many volunteers do you need?  

We advise with at least 5 because you need to have breaks as well. 

- What time is the flea market 

The executed flea market was from 10:00 until 15:00, and we started to build at 8:30 this way 

you have enough time to set everything up and break it down again.  

- How to make the flea market attractive? 

To attracts as many by-passers as possible you can give out candy, chocolates, stickers, etc. 

- What products do we want to sell? 

Think about how you want to set up the flea market. For example, you can make a living 

room, kitchen, dining room, a kid’s area and a clothing area. The list of products used for the 

executed flea market:  
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Products 

1. Tables 

2. Scarfs for table 

3. A couch with cushions  

4. A comfy chair with cushions 

5. A few closets (low ones you can put decoration on) 

6. A small table 

7. Coffee/tea mugs 

8. Some fancy ‘one of a kind’ products 

9. Plates, glasses, cutlery, a few candles, a vase for the table in the dining room area 

10. Books 

11. Records 

12. Decoration pieces 

13. Clothes with a rack, a mirror, a manikin and hangers 

14. Pans for the kitchen area 

15. Jewellery 

Practical 

16. Flyers (The flyer can be found in the script for making the flyer) 

17. Stickers 

18. Posters 

19. Speaker to put on music 

20. Chairs for the workers 

21. Candy/chocolates to give out 

22. Sign-up sheet for volunteers (see appendix 3) 

23. Cash register (kassa) 

 

After solving all the practical issues, you move on to the execution on the day of the flea market. Make 

sure the time and date are clearly communicated with the transport, the time the transport truck needs 

to be at the drop off point is of course earlier then the flea market because you need enough time to set 

everything up. For example, the executed flea market started at 10:00 but the truck was at the drop off 

point at 8:30. Set up the flea market and start addressing by-passers and people who come to look at 

the flea market. Make sure you tell the interested people about the Kringloop and why the flea market 

is set up, not only about what products they want to buy.  

 

* Contact information 

https://organisaties.overheid.nl/33731/Gemeente_Zwolle  

Gemeente Zwolle (general): 

Phone number: 14038 

Email:  postbus@zwolle.nl  

Opening times: Monday to Friday from 8:30 – 17:00 

 

Specific person we got in contact with for the permission (afdeling fysieke leefomgeving): 

Name:  Carla Jacobs 

Email address: cjm.jacobs@zwolle.nl 

Phone number: +31 38 498 2736 

 

EFFECTIVENESS 
Experience from the executed flea market: 

The advertisement part of the flea market was a great success, the products attracted a lot of attention 

and we had a lot of conversations about the Kringloop. How it is a non-profit organization and the need 

for volunteers. Often by-passers would say then know someone who is looking for volunteering work 

and we have them flyers to pass along. The selling goods part of the flea market was also a success, 

we made more money quite some money. However, the volunteer recruitment objective was 

https://organisaties.overheid.nl/33731/Gemeente_Zwolle
mailto:postbus@zwolle.nl
mailto:cjm.jacobs@zwolle.nl
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unsuccessful, there was only one direct sign-up. The flea market is a good way to advertise a deliverable 

like the come-visit-us day, not a ‘fast’ volunteer recruitment method. 
 
PITFALLS 
The biggest pitfall is communication, there are a lot of different aspects to the flea market and this can 

cause miscommunications. It is very important to make sure the decisions that are made, will not change 

(unless something unforeseeable happens). Deciding on a suiting date for the flea market can be a 

challenge, really pay attention to this.  

 

Another pitfall can be the kind of persons you use for the flea market, the advertising part can be difficult 

because you experience a lot of rejection that day. It would be preferable if the workers on the flea 

market get energy out of and/or enjoy talking to people and can keep up this energy for a longer period 

of time.  
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Come Visit Us Day 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the event was to provide the opportunity for potential volunteers to look behind the 

scenes at the Kringloop. By this, we refer to how the Kringloop sorting center looks and works.  

 

PROCESS 

* Before the event: 

 

You start by setting up a date and a time slot. With this, you can start promoting the event 3-2 weeks in 

advance. In this case, IndividuUS promoted the event through the usage of the flyers which were 

distributed during the flea market. Additionally, an additional digital flyer containing the come-visit us 

day essential details such as date, time, and the location was created (see appendix 4). This flyer should 

be posted on the Kringloop’s social media.  

 

Initiate planning of the activities which will be performed during the event. However, remember that the 

main objective is to make potential volunteers sign up! Organize the tour, and design a visual 

representation of what it will look like (see appendix 5) Additionally, we created a short description of 

each of the stages which will help remind the aim of each (see appendix 5). After this, make sure to 

contact the people who will give out the tours in advance. When organizing the tour, make sure to have 

a stage where the people are provided with a sign-up sheet; therefore, the event can meet its purpose 

(see appendix 3).  

 

We prepare an additional flyer which summarizes all the benefits of volunteering as well as the 

expectation of the Kringloop towards the volunteering work (see appendix 6).  Print this flyer in A4 and 

A5 to place them all over the shop and hand them out during the event. In this case, the Kringloop can 

reuse the designs by clicking on this webpage: 

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFAYw40lAY/fdYHllJYfBsUpofBand0Ng/edit?utm_content=DAFAYw

40lAY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton  

(Join Canvas with an email address *no license costs are used, since a free trial version was used)  

 

Among the activities for the event: 

● If a quiz is decided to be created:  

● decide on the questions (see our quiz in appendix 7) 

● decide on a price (makes it more competitive and attractive)  

■ eg: 15% discount Kringloop gift card 

● Print a reasonable number before the event (it is better to have more than less) 

● If snacks want to be given (attracts people), decide on which ones, such as coffee and cookies, 

and buy them in advance.  

 

* The day of the event:  

Organize each of the stages 1-2 hours in advance. It is helpful to place numbers on each stage since it 

guides both the people and tour guides. Approach everyone, not only the people who came to the exact 

event.  

 

* After the event:  

 

Contact the people who signed up as potential volunteers, to forward more information about the 

Kringloop. Contact the participants of the quiz who won to provide them with the price.  

 

  

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFAYw40lAY/fdYHllJYfBsUpofBand0Ng/edit?utm_content=DAFAYw40lAY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFAYw40lAY/fdYHllJYfBsUpofBand0Ng/edit?utm_content=DAFAYw40lAY&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
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EFFECTIVENESS 

The event overall was successful. The last stage was noticed to be really helpful; it provided quality time 

to talk and share experiences with current volunteers, and the people seemed to like this environment. 

This also enhanced the importance of the sign-up sheet, where some people registered. The friendliness 

and welcoming strategies to approach everyone who came into the Kignooop worked. The day chosen 

‘Saturday’ for the event is a good approach since multiple clients frequently visit the Kringloop. 
 

PITFALLS 

The main problem with the come visit-us day was communication; this is because for the event to be 

successful, lots of different coordination between the stakeholders are needed. Due to the amount of 

organization required, it may cause some misunderstandings.  

 

Furthermore, it is recommended for the event to place volunteers who are extroverted or like to approach 

other people since a welcoming and friendly approach needs to be achieved, especially in the first and 

last stages.  
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Social Media 

Instagram + Facebook 

Before and during the flea market and come visit us day, we created pictures and videos to be posted 

on the social media accounts. 

 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of creating pictures and videos for the social media accounts was to raise awareness for 

the flea market and come visit us day and therefore increase the number of people that would like to 

visit the events. Furthermore, we also wanted to give people that did not find the time to visit the events 

the opportunity to participate virtually.  

 

PROCESS 

Before both events, we designed posts to raise awareness for our events, including the date and time. 

Afterwards, we sent our posts to Bianca, bschutte@kringloopzwolle.nl, and to the Instagram account of 

Kringloop. As soon as the events started, we took pictures and recorded videos, including one Reel, to 

give the Kringloop the opportunity to share insights of the events virtually. Examples of our social media 

posts can be found in the appendix (see appendix 6) 

 

EFFECTIVENESS 

Unfortunately, the videos and pictures did not get posted right after we shared them. Therefore, we do 

not define this part of our project as highly effective to recruit volunteers.  

 

PITFALLS 

When announcing an event on social media, it is essential to do so at least one week before the event 

starts, for example via a post on Instagram and Facebook. We recommend publishing a picture with 

important data for the event in advance and remind the followers of the event by reposting the post in 

the story after a couple of days again. 

 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE 

To further recruit volunteers via social media, we would like to share some suggestions: 

 
Interview with a volunteer 

An interview with a volunteer can be published on social media accounts. The interviewee could talk 

about why it is fun to work in the Kringloop and what the benefits are. 

 

Post with information about volunteering 

A post with a summary of the benefits of volunteering at Kringloop can motivate people to volunteer. 

You can use the information flyer distributed at the come visit us day.  

 

Story takeover of a volunteer: 

A volunteer could share a working day on social media to show the followers how it looks like to 

volunteer at the Kringloop. This can influence more people to volunteer. 

  

mailto:bschutte@kringloopzwolle.nl
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Retirement Homes and elderly apartments complex  

OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of getting in contact with retirement homes is to combine two organizations who can help 

each other. Retirees are often looking for a meaningful way to spend their day, the Kringloop can provide 

that for them. In turn can the retirees help the Kringloop decreasing the workload through the volunteer 

work they do.  

 
PROCESS 
You start by getting in contact through sending emails to the potential retirement homes around the 

Kringloop. In appendix 6 are the emails IndividuUs send added, of course the email from the Kringloop 

will be different as you do not contact them though a second party but it is added to inspire. We 

researched five organizations in Zwolle suited for the Kringloop, the ones that were suited for Kringloop 

Zwolle were: Het Zand and DrieZorg. Their contact information is: 

 

Het Zand 

Has a location in Zwolle and Staphorst, they have a variety of care-levels in their clients, which means 

different kinds of people, retirees but also people with for example a head injury). 

Website: https://hetzand.nl   Email address: info@hetzand.nl  

 

From Het Zand we have been in contact with Melissa ten Brinke, she was enthusiastic about the vision 

of Kringloop Zwolle regarding inclusivity.  

Contact information Melissa ten Brinke: 

Location: De Oude Mars en Zandhove 

Email address: m.tenbrinke@hetzand.nl 

Phone number: 06-83527039 

 

DrieZorg 

They have a few different locations and each location has different care-levels. 

Website: https://www.driezorg.nl   Email address: info@driezorg.nl  

 

However, DrieZorg responded that it is not allowed to advertise to them directly but that they look at 

volunteer organizations like Zwolle Doet.  

 

We also tried to get in contact with Gildehuys (gildehuys@woonzorg.nl) and Rosorum (info@rosorum.nl) 

who are more elderly apartment kind of organizations, but neither responded to the emails.  

 

After getting in contact, it is necessary to find out what kind of volunteers the organization can give. 

Questions you should ask are: 

- Do they want someone to come over and explain to the potential volunteers what the 

volunteer work will include? 

- What kind of volunteer work are the clients able to do?  

- Do they need help (begeleiding)? If yes  How much and can someone from the 

organization provide that help or does the Kringloop need to coach them? 

- How many hours a day and per week are the volunteers available? 

- Which Kringloop location would the clients prefer to volunteer? 

- What does the organization expect form the collaboration with the Kringloop? 

- Does the organization have other special needs which are not discussed in the questions? 

 

The best way to ask these questions is by setting up a meeting and sending an email after the meeting 
in regard to what the answers were to all these questions. When these questions are cleared up, you 
can decide to enter a collaboration or not. 
 

https://hetzand.nl/
mailto:info@hetzand.nl
https://www.driezorg.nl/
mailto:info@driezorg.nl
mailto:gildehuys@woonzorg.nl
mailto:info@rosorum.nl
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EFFECTIVENESS 
This deliverable did give the Kringloop some volunteers, which means it was successful. However, there 

are probably other connections possible that we have not contacted. During one of the meetings from 

IndividuUs and the Stakeholders form the Kringloop, it was mentioned there are more homes to get in 

contact with. That means with this deliverable can be executed again at those places. 

 
PITFALLS 
A pitfall can be that you do not use the right words in the email, make the first email a bit of a pitch about 

how the Kringloop can benefit the organization. Maybe this way it will be even more successful.  
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Advertising at schools 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of advertising in schools is to get high school/MBO kids excited about volunteering at the 

Kringloop Zwolle. Through this the Kringloop will gain more volunteers. A second objective is to show 

high schools that it is possible to do their social internship (maatschappelijke stage) at the Kringloop. 

 
PROCESS 
You start by getting in contact with sending emails (see appendix 7) to schools in Zwolle. You find a list 

of the schools IndividuUs has been in contact with: 

High School: 

Greijdanus Zwolle   (zwolle@greijdanus.nl)  

Thomas A Kempis   (info@thomasakempis.nl) 

Thorbecke    (info@tsgzwolle.nl) 

Carolus Clusius College  (info@hetccc.nl) 

 

MBO’s 

Deltion College   (info@deltion.nl) 

Landstede Zwolle (info@landstede.nl) 

Cibap   (Info@Cibap.nl) 

 

First ask to hang flyers in their schools and bring these to the schools that agree. Then as a 

second/added option to the schools that do not allow flyers due to too much trash or environmental 

reasons, send them an online flyer that they can put on their website or on the screens in the school. 

The email IndividuUs send to the schools can be found in appendix 7. From the answers given to 

IndividuUs we learned that giving out flyers at schools is not really allowed, this is why asking to drop 

the flyers at the schools to hang themselves and posting it on their website is the best option for now. 

The flyer can be found in the script for making the flyer. 

 

It is important to mention that Thorbecke and Grijdanus very clearly stated that giving out and hanging 

physical flyers is not possible in their schools.  

 
EFFECTIVENESS 
The responses on the emails were not very enthusiastic, however, when we went to the schools to give 

them to the reception, the response was very positive. This made us optimistic about the outcome of 

the flyers. This was one of the last deliverables and the hardest to asses if it would be effective. It would 

be valuable to see how many volunteers in the coming weeks come from the schools mentioned above.  

 

PITFALLS 

A pitfall can be to accept no on the first answer, if the school gives very clear reasons why not, you 

should respect it. However, one of the schools gave the reason ‘we do not hang (job) vacancies at our 
school’, when I explained that the flyer was mostly information and a call to come to the come-visit-us 

day, I could bring the flyers. So, asking twice helps! 

 

  

mailto:info@thomasakempis.nl
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Left out deliverable’s documentation  
 
Those are our ideas that we were not able to execute during the second semester. We decided to list 
them here once more, in case you wanted to pick them up at another point! 
 

- Info board for the flea market  

- Bonus point collecting card for Kringloop volunteers  

- Newspaper article  

- Sports/community day  
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Appendix 1-7 

Appendix 1 - Stickers  

 

Appendix 2 - Flyer designs example  

 

Appendix 3 – Signup sheet for the flea market and come visit us day  
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Appendix 4 – Digital advertisement for the come visit us day  

 

Appendix 5 - Visualization of the tour 
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Appendix 6 – Flyer/Info paper for the Come Visit us Day  

 

Appendix 7 – Quiz for the Come Visit Us Day 
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Appendix 8 – Examples of Social Media posts 

 

Appendix 9- Template for communication with retirement homes & elderly 

apartment complex 
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Appendix 10 - Template for communication with schools 
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